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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good morningI am George Clark , Director of Engineering at Transport for Londonand this is week 2 of being the President of the IRSE  - a great time to be  President of such a great Institution – dating back to 1912 (not as far as the IMechE)So this is my first seminar keynote as President, and its on a subject which is right up there on my list of key technical enablers in meeting the challenges of today.Automatic Train Operation, ATOIts only right that both Institutions jointly promote subjects such as this as both professions are fundamental to the successful delivery of this functionality.
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Overview 
ATO: INTEGRATION TO ACHIEVE A TRULY INTEROPERABLE SYSTEM 

• History of ATO, from beginnings in Mass Transit world 
 
• The need to collaborate between the train and the signal 

 
• Challenges that face railways implementing ATO 

 
• What ATO can unlock for a better future 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So what I want to talk about today is  (read the slide)



Why ATO ? 
ATO: INTEGRATION TO ACHIEVE A TRULY INTEROPERABLE SYSTEM 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before we get into the technical detail, lets consider the why? Across the world cities continue to grow and with it the need of the population to be ever more mobile. New metros continue to be built – the most recent about to open in Sydney and those already with metros are upgrading their capacity again and againBut its not just metros – our suburban services are at metro service frequenciesIf we couple that with the emerging technologies such as automonous vehicles,its clear our railways need to be ever more dependable,the transport mode of choiceTo be dependable at high service frequencies you must have consistency. Journey times need to be reliable and with little variation if they are not to cause conflicts at junctions or generally impact the train behind.Some metro lines here in London operate at 30 or 36tph – to achieve that sustainably requires consistency and rapid, predictable,  recovery from any perturbation.I would argue that the debate is not about whether the signalling system is ERTMS or CBTC,  the real need is for ATO. My whole career has been in delivering change, through technology in a metro world, so let me take you back to the early days of ATO..
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The beginnings of ATO 

Provided the Opportunity for a whole 
system approach to the railway design 
• Social benefits of railways were first introduced 

• Every station inter-connect with another line or 
national rail (except Pimlico) 

• Humped station platform design to improve 
acceleration and braking 

• Cross-platform changes, e.g. at Euston with the 
Northern Line, at Finsbury Park with the 
Piccadilly Line  

Stimulated the collaboration between 
different engineering disciplines 

ATO: INTEGRATION TO ACHIEVE A TRULY INTEROPERABLE SYSTEM 

London Underground Victoria Line 
• The first automatic railway in the 

world opened 1968-1971 
• ATO was a showcase of technical 

research & innovation but the need 
was primarily driven by capacity 
demand (alleviate pressures on the Northern 
and Piccadilly Lines) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The worlds first ATO railway was the Victoria Line – a new line built to exploit the latest technologies of the day.This was the 1960s (the photo shows the Queen when it offically opened in 1969 although train services had started the previous year) – well before the digital age and processor based solutions.Although the concepts of Systems Engineering were not around , the need to work across disciplines – creating inter-changes with as many lines as possible, to deal with grow in travel beyond the then travel patterns; - Cross platform interchange between lines to reduce congestionThe need to be energy efficient – tunnels rising into station platforms to reduce braking and then dropping on departure to aid acceleration (Humped)This wasn’t about reducing staff/staff costs – the train operator, albeit not the driver, of these new ‘hi-tech’ trains was to be one of the most highly paid!!Beyond these more visible interfaces were the less visible but just, if not more, important were the electro-mechanical ones  
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The beginnings of collaboration 
ATO: INTEGRATION TO ACHIEVE A TRULY INTEROPERABLE SYSTEM 

1960’s ATO  
architecture 

• Examples of rolling stock 
engineers working together 
with Signal engineers to 
deliver the capacity 
outcome 

1967TS Performance Curve  
Signal Overlap & Command Spots 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To design and deliver the ATO, the engineers needed to understand not only the safety signalling, but the actual performance of the train, for now it was just as important to keep the trains speed under constant control as it was to stop a train when it exceeded its permitted route.The ATO train had to carry intelligence beyond a simple emergency brake applicator. But it wasn’t just collaboration between the rolling stock designer and the signal engineerTo define the speed levels for system, it required the civil and track engineer.The end result was a coded speed signalled railway consisting of 3 speed codes 180 (25mph no coasting; 270 25mph with motors; 420 full speed)Command spot signal codes were also then used to command braking either as approaching a train or station ahead) And so for a newly designed and built, wholly underground railway, an integrated solution, with Engineers needing to work together was developed – the world first ATO railway., even if it was the signal engineer who designed the safety signalling and the rolling stock engineer who designed the auto driver box.And it stood the test of time, having been finally replaced, some 50 years later.
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Essential for ATO: systems integration 
 

Electro/ pneumatic / 
mechanical/ relays   
Basic Automatic 
Train Protection 

Enhanced Service 
Control 

 
Partial Automatic 
Train Regulation 

 
Air Conditioned 

Train Cars 
 

Auto turnaround 
 

Tunnel Cooling  
 

Mobile Phone and 
TV services above 
and below ground 

 

Train Management 
Systems for asset 

management & comms 
link to control room. 

Enhanced electronics & 
SCADA 

 
Enhanced signalling 

functionality based on 
solid state technology 

 
DC Cam-shaft controllers 
& motors replaced by AC 

drives 

Full Automation. 
Demand based 

service 
management 

. 
Auto Dwell 

Management. 
Full Automatic Train 

Regulation 
 

Decision Support 
 

Integrated Signals 
and Comm Systems 

 
Integrated Real 

Time Information 
 

Mobile Phone and 
TV services below 

ground 

Capacity 
enhancements 

through software ATO 
\ ATR 

 
Integrated Train 
Identification and 
Comms Systems 

 
 
 

Integrated ticketing 
and payment systems 

Electro mechanical / 
Relays /  

simple discreet 
component 
electronics 

 
Automatic Train 

Operation 

E-ATO 

• Increasing system complexity means more parts have to work 
together to delivery the outcome  

ATO: INTEGRATION TO ACHIEVE A TRULY INTEROPERABLE SYSTEM 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This early ATO system revealed many of the timing/latency issues that we see so often in our complex interfaces today:Braking systems were basic and not all axles benefited from drive nor dynamic braking. started the drive for automation across the metro world. The dynamic braking is a crude (by today's standards) rheostatic system relying on a notching relay to control the rate of deceleration and which fades at about 20 mi/h.  The dynamic brake only operates on the 50% of the train axles which are motored, the trailer cars using air braking controlled by the retarders. The retarders don't control the dynamic brake. The dynamic brake also has a round-the-train inhibit circuit which switches it off on all motor cars if one car fails to raise enough dynamic effort.  If this occurs, the air brake has to replace it quickly on all axles and, unfortunately, it doesn't do this fast enough.  This often leads to overruns. By the mid 1980s the auto driver boxes (ADBs) were 20 years old and they were getting unreliable.  Also, parts were difficult to obtain so it was decided to replace them with modern electronic, microprocessor based versions.  New boxes called RADBs (Replacement ADBs) were installed on the 1967 Tube Stock fleet in 1988-89 and a number of modifications were added.  The most significant of these was a major modification to the station stopping system called "Distance To Go" or DTG.Describe the slide. – needs a systems approach, especially brownfield with needing more power, consistent braking and acceleration can affect track wear ….But VL was underground with a controlled environment – what about the open?



Environmental Factors 

• Need for Train location 
• Need to lubricate 
• Vegetation control 
 
Automatic Train Operation  
– Need for  Enhanced 
Adhesion Management 
 
 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Automation – needs to know where it isMechanisms rely on tachos as well as other devicesSlip / side becomes a major issueBut our environment can drive us to lubricate due to noise for example – lower adhesion by designNature can also give us low adhesion – so we have to manage adhesion today and we do But we rely the train driver to assess the situation and adjust accordinglyBut ATO not only needs to know location, it also needs to understand braking performance – its design will assume a certain performance.Adhesion management becomes a bigger challenge and one which needs monitoring and responding to.  



The benefits of ATO 
 

ATO: INTEGRATION TO ACHIEVE A TRULY INTEROPERABLE SYSTEM 

• Delivers a step-change to capacity 
and safety 

• Improves runtime variability  
• taking out the slack and delivers faster 

journey times 

• Maximise acceleration and braking 
profiles 
• improving headway and minimises 

recovery margins to deliver a higher 
frequency service 

 
 

Manual driv ing  profiles  

• Improves timetable adherence  
• minimising excess journey times and 

 increase schedule confidence 

• Opens up the opportunities for wider systems integration, e.g. ATR, TMS  
• improving journey time reliability and implementing energy efficiency strategies 

 
 

ATO  driv ing  profiles  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So benefits:As I have said, and you can see – consistency provides a reliable, consistent service, and reduces allowances in timetables for variability/recovery margins ATO can consistently drive at the maximum speeds, reducing journey times which helps customers but also can reduce round trip times and potentially the fleet size for a given service.ATO will take the highest safe acceleration and braking profiles, which again improves journey time and optimises recovery/restoration of servce after delay.When timetable adherence is important, it naturally links up with the Control System or Traffic management System to ensure compliance, (holding to right time and exploiting any recovery margin to return to timetable.
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The challenges with ATO  
ATO: INTEGRATION TO ACHIEVE A TRULY INTEROPERABLE SYSTEM 

• Acceptance of change 
• How does the driver know the system is functioning correctly?  

How do you manage driver under-loading and maintain awareness & concentration? 

• Training and up-skilling is needed to adapt to the technology and ways of working 

• Designing to the margin 
• Minimising safety margins to realise the full capability  

of the train and infrastructure; otherwise, performance , 
specifically, at junctions and schedule termini may be  
worse than manual driving 

• Sweating the assets 
• The ability to work the assets harder and at high frequencies creates a 

new generation of wear and tear, meaning an increased focus on 
system reliability and maintenance is needed 

• Climate change 

• System upgrade and migration 
• Ensuring the railway continues to operate 

seamlessly during the period of change is like 
running a marathon whilst undertaking open-heart 
surgery 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It may sound all too good – but it comes with challengesI have already mentioned need for extra vigilance on adhesion.What about the people – it doesn’t now matter if the operator is an aggressive or conservative driver – we always get the same performance but what about operator vigilance Operator confidence in the system – e.g. traction ok if I am running slower  (due to running early)Greater need to understand how the system works and what to do when it fails – manual driving?Seeking to operate at the limits – but what and why are the limits what is shown – does 30mph sign mean it?Reaction times and assured performance – terminal stations and stopping performanceNeed to have robust configuration control – track layout of other changes will need changesTraction software v ato softwareChanges become highly integrated in both design and testing.Co-ordinated implementation
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The ATO future 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ATO: INTEGRATION TO ACHIEVE A TRULY INTEROPERABLE SYSTEM 

• At the heart of a fully integrated railway system 

ATO  
BIG Data & IoT 

Asset management  
& maintenance 

Customer information 
systems 

Operations & service  
control 

Performance analytics 
& scheduling 

Engineering & 
systems design 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At the heart of the integrated railwayGathers data on its own performance but also so much around it.
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ATO: INTEGRATION TO ACHIEVE A TRULY INTEROPERABLE SYSTEM 

AI ATO 
i am aware the performance of passenger door Z80 has been sub-optimal 
            ... initiating diagnosis and filing maintenance report 

i am experiencing adhesion problems 
                   .... optimising traction at 85% and updating scheduling system 

i am aware the approach platform is at crowded at 95% 
               ... adjusting dwell time and uploading forecast to customer system 

i am aware communications line x.286 has failed 
                                 ... initiating diagnosis and back-up system 

i am aware...                          Thank You ! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lets look a little at the crystal ball.It can close the loop of so many systems At the heart of the railway control system must make it a prime candidate for AI – when we will see the ATO being self-aware?
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